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Alphabet  

Caps Lower Transliteration Name Sounds Like Written Like 

   a Alpha father 
 









 

 










 

   b Beta bet 

   g Gamma game 

   d Delta Dell 

   e Epsilon epic 

   z Zeta Zebedee 

   ē or e Eta obey 

   th Theta Thessalonians 

   i or y or J Iota podium 

   k or c Kappa Katherine 

   l Lambda lamb 

   m Mu music 

   n Nu menu 

   x Xi exile 

   o Omicron omelet 

   p Pi pie 

   r Rho Rhode Island 

 (end)  s Sigma signal 

   t Tau taught 

   u or v or y
1 Upsilon oops 

   ph Phi Philosophy 

   ch Chi chiasma 

   ps Psi lips 

   ō or o
2
 Omega omen 

    h except for r 
 

There are 7 vowels =  a e h i o u w.   There are 4 consonants that take double letters in transliteration = . 

Most letters sound just like they do in English: . (Advanced see Error! Reference source not 

found..) 

Diphthongs  

Proper Sound Example  Improper Example 

 aisle ai;rw  a| w[ra| 
 eight eiv  h| avrch| 
 oil oivki,a  w| lo,gw| 
 suite (wee) uivo,j   

The iota subscript (  |) is silent. 

These are long vowels. 
 August auvtoj  
 Eugene euvqu,j  
 soup ouvde,  
 Eugene hu;xanen  

                                                        
1
 Upsilon is frequently transliterated as y when not in a diphthong.  

2
 Omicron= “little o” (microscopic o). Omega= “big o” (mega o).   

http://misthology.org/Greek/Alphabet.wav
http://misthology.org/Greek/Diphthongs.wav
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 yell VIhsou/j  

Pronunciation 
 

Combination
3
 Sound Examples 

+ ( n+( avna,gkh( a=ggeloj( evle,gcw 
 

Punctuation 

Greek English 
( , 
) . 
\ ; 
* ? 

Syllabification  

1. Division is generally the same as in English (e.g., after the vowel).  

2. There is one vowel/diphthong per syllable. 

3. Divide after a single vowel unless it is 

a. part of a diphthong,  

b. the last vowel in the word,  

c. or followed by two consonants. 

4. Divide two vowels (except for diphthongs) 

5. Divide before single consonants. (Single consonants go with the following vowel.) 

6. Divide two consonants unless they 

a. end in m or n  
b. or form a cluster (e.g., bl( br* gn( gr* dr( ql( qr* kl( kr* mn* pl( pr( pt* sk( sp( spl( st( sc* tr* fq( fr* cr)

4
 

c. in such cases they go with the following vowel. 

7. Divide compound words where they are joined. 

                                                        
3
 Some grammars would add  to this list: + (). 

4
 A consonantal cluster may be typically found by noting words that start with two or more consonants in a lexicon. 


